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Editors’ Introduction .................................................................................................................. 12
Angela Clark-Oates, Aurora Matzke, and Sherry Rankins-Robertson

Introduction: Remembering Mike Rose .......................................................... 17
David Bartholomae
“Remembering Mike Rose” recalls 40+ years of friendship and collaboration.

Interlude I: Mike Rose in This Hallway................................................................. 23
John Paul Tassoni

Mike Rose valued working-class, first-generation students’ ways of knowing and life on the boundaries of academia’s center stages. This narrative essay illustrates the temporal and spatial trajectories of such values, the ways that Rose’s faith in them informs/is informed by students of writing, their teachers, and writing program administrators.

Section I: “Remedial” Education (Basic Writing)

Mike Rose: Remediating Academia via Inclusive Pedagogy .................. 26
Kristy Liles Crawley

Celebrating Mike Rose’s contributions to the field of Composition and Rhetoric, this tribute recognizes Rose’s examination of the harmful “remedial” label in writing studies, honors his call for prioritizing inclusive pedagogy over correctness, and demonstrates that his call for inclusion maintains its relevance today through PARS, an inclusive pedagogical approach.
Reminding Us Why We Are Here: Mike Rose’s Legacy for Basic Writing

Lynn Reid

In this essay, the author explores why, over a career that spanned more than four decades, Mike Rose frequently critiqued existing conceptions of remediation. Rather than calling for its elimination, the author argues, Rose challenged teacher-scholars to reimagine our work to provide support for students whose academic experiences prior to college did not put them on equal footing with their peers.

Once You’re Seen You Can’t Unsee

Christina Saidy

This contribution describes the way that Mike Rose weaved story, research, and commentary, and challenged us to question simple counting as a way to understand readiness, competence, and literacy and to see student writers deeply. Rose’s work continues to have deep implications for the work of WPAs and writing teacher/scholars.

Interlude II: Lives in the Complexity

Douglas Hesse

Mike Rose’s early teaching and writing administration, reflected in conversations and documents from the late 1970’s to early 1990s, use pragmatic cognitivist frameworks to further progressive goals. While he modified and recontextualized this framework as he became an elder statesman and public intellectual, he maintained these views. The author asserts, from Rose’s life and career, contemporary WPAs might take three lessons: Write regularly, including for personal interests, not only disciplinary fealty; Value identities as teachers and writers as equal to administrative advancement; Practice passions kindly.

Section II: Classism and Racism

Encountering Lives on the Boundary: Mike Rose as Methodologist for Centering Minoritized Writers

Ray Rosas

This essay considers how Mike Rose’s work might be taken up to advance antiracist writing program administration. Throughout his career, Rose centered the experiences of minoritized writers through a variety of naturalistic methods. The author contends that Rose’s equity-driven, emic-oriented research contributions provide a generative resource for emerging antiracist work.
Whatever Happened to Average? Heeding Mike Rose’s Call ...............48
Kelly Ritter

This brief essay puts Mike Rose’s Lives on the Boundary in conversation with recent scholarship on socioeconomic disparities present in pre-college credit programs in high schools (specifically Advanced Placement), and the effects these disparities later have on first-year college students who are also first-generation.

“Becoming fully and richly literate”: Teaching Antiracism to Bring More Lives from the Boundaries ........................................52
Kathleen Turner Ledgerwood

This article examines Mike Rose’s work in Lives on the Boundary as a foundational exploration of classist practices in writing. Rose calls for a rich literacy is a precursor to today’s calls to expand literacy. A critical language approach helps pave a path for composition to incorporate antiracist practices.

Mike Rose, the Rust Belt, and Me....................................................56
Marjorie Stewart

A chance meeting with Mike Rose gave the author of this essay a chance to revisit his work. This serendipitous encounter focused on the love of story, on a mutual passion for helping underprepared students, and shared rust belt backgrounds.

The Reading Labs: Pedagogical History and Humane Design ..........59
Luis E. Poza and Manuel Luis Espinoza

This brief essay describes Reading Labs, a pedagogical intervention implemented to support novice social science students with reading complex primary legal documents and composing analytic summaries and other collegiate writing. In this overview, the authors highlight the social nature of learning: how meanings were negotiated among participants deciphering laws and court opinions, how questions and peer feedback helped sharpen arguments and voice in students’ written work. In so doing, the authors evoke Mike Rose’s own work in writing programs across levels, relying on small, intimate groupings of students, serious regard given to their intellectual efforts including errors, and a pedagogy marked by encouragement and gentle questioning.
Interlude III: “Just as I have a mind”: Mike Rose and the Intelligence of Ordinary People.........................................................63
  John Trimbur
  This essay looks at the social democratic roots of Mike Rose’s belief in the intelligence of ordinary people and the educability of poor and working-class kids currently bypassed by the education system. His later work, especially The Mind at Work, challenges the narrowing effects of the division of mental and manual labor in class society, imagining instead the inventive interplay of mind, heart, and hand.

Section III: Challenges in Education

Mike Rose’s Two-Year College Advocacy.....................................................68
  Darin L. Jensen and Cheryl Hogue Smith
  As community college faculty, the authors know that Mike Rose was a champion of our institutions. The dialogue here reflects both his personal influence on the authors as literacy workers and on two-year college English studies.

“I Didn’t Know How Else to Get It Right”: Lives on the Boundary as an Invitation to Public Intellectualism ...........72
  Ryan Skinnell
  For nearly four decades, Mike Rose was one of the most successful public intellectuals in rhetoric and composition, and he routinely encouraged his colleagues to engage more intentionally with non-academic audiences. Lives on the Boundary continues to provide a valuable model for considering how and why.

My Mike Rose: The Library, Mom, and Critical Reading in Lives on the Boundary.................................................................76
  Alice S. Horning
  This piece captures the author’s personal experience with Mike Rose that occurred as a by-product of her finding, more or less by chance, and reading Lives on the Boundary, a book that captures important features of academic critical literacy of students then and now. To honor his legacy, writing studies faculty and all others in higher education must work to develop students’ ability to read, write, speak and listen effectively, efficiently and critically.
Stepping Back to Step Forward: A Tribute to Mike Rose
Anthony Lince
The following article provides a narrative which details how Mike Rose positively influenced the author’s teaching practices, specifically as it relates to assessment and grading.

A Different Kind of Hunger
Thomas Newkirk
Mike Rose’s Lives on the Boundary came out a few years after Richard Rodriguez’s elegiac memoir Hunger of Memory and can be viewed as a powerful response. While Rose is sharply critical of the failure of modern universities to teach the under-prepared, he demonstrated, through his own story, that this instruction can happen if there is a more personal and intimate attempt to demystify academic work.

Interlude IV: Mike Rose: Helping All of Us Do Better
Kathleen Blake Yancey
Mike Rose left us with many legacies, three of which I highlight here: his re-conceptualization of school as part of the public; his reflection on both the human act of teaching and the promise of teaching more humanely; and the need for teachers to share widely what we have learned from our teaching.

Section IV: Human and Inclusive Approaches to Education
Keeping the Faith: Rediscovering the Hope of Mike Rose
Julie Lindquist
This essay argues that Mike Rose’s work created a distinctive pathway for writing program administration. Rose understood education as a deeply human project—one steeped in questions of equity and educational principles. A return to Rose’s work simultaneously demonstrates the persistence of questions regarding what counts as education as well as how inclusion and exclusion are fostered by our attempts to define “higher” education.

Listening to Mike Rose: Education Is a Grand Human Enterprise
Shane A. Wood
Mike Rose dedicated his life to teaching and writing about education. He influenced teachers and students across the nation, and the author was fortunate to get to know him over the last two years. What stood out in their conversations were Rose’s curiosity and commitment to exploring human nature.
Mike Rose: Insights from the Classroom ............................................. 105
Mike Palmquist

While many of the articles in this special issue focus on contributions Mike Rose made through his scholarly work, this essay provides a discussion of his work in the classroom. Drawing on a graduate seminar taught in Fall 1986, when Rose was serving as a visiting professor at Carnegie Mellon University, the article explores key aspects of Rose’s approach to designing and teaching a course.

Notes on Mike Rose ................................................................. 112
Lisa Moore

A farewell to Mike Rose on his unexpected death, this personal remembrance recounts Rose’s generous guidance on the discipline for a new Comp/Rhet editor and his very human capacity for empathy and insight expressed by his devotion to the value of every person whatever their circumstances and the craft of writing.

Mike Rose and the University of the People .............................. 115
Shirin Vossoughi and Manuel Espinoza

This reprinted blog offers a dialogue framed as “a siblings’ tribute to a giant” between Rose’s students.

The Small Stuff ........................................................................... 118
John Alberti

Drawing on the author’s experience as a graduate student in Mike Rose's practicum on teaching, the essay discusses the foundational importance of “small things,” as Rose called them. The author describes how Rose’s teaching provided him an opportunity to experience the “micro-evidence of care” in Rose’s classroom interactions and the profound effect such a “small thing” had on the author’s formation as a teacher and scholar.

Conclusion: In Memory of Mike Rose ....................................... 123
Ellen Cushman

This essay recognizes the enduring impact of Mike Rose on the field of writing and literacy studies, the quality of his mind, and his dedication to education, teaching, and learning.

Selected Works of Mike Rose ..................................................... 131
Kobena Bannerman-Jones